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The elusive work-life balance


What I will not be talking about



Acknowledging some truths


Academia is hard



This pandemic is hard



Those things are even harder for women,
parents, BIPOC, LGBTQ+ people, and others
systemically discriminated against
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Dismantling work-life balance


Work-life balance makes no sense



When work increases, the only way to
balance is to get “more life.” Huh?




(or say no more:
https://www.careerfaqs.com.au/news/new
s-and-views/how-to-say-no-to-anyone)

The idea of work-life balance also
conveys that work and life are
separate
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Work-life Integration
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“Balance” really means “lack of conflict”


It’s the “absence of conflict”
between personal and professional



Manageable stress



Not feeling so overwhelmed



Time for friends, fun, joy



Not feeling so sh***y so often
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“Balance” really means “lack of conflict”


It’s the “absence of conflict”
between personal and professional



Manageable stress



Not feeling so overwhelmed



Time for friends, fun, joy



Not feeling so sh***y so often



Is it really all about emotions???
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Practical strategies for managing
emotions and stress


Clear actionable things to do


Mindfulness mediation or breathing activity



Relaxation skill



Most effective emotion regulation strategy: cognitive reframing



But……I’m not going to go there today (mostly)



Because the most practical thing we can do is actually
accept our feelings
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Lesson via Harry Potter Movie/Book #1


Harry Potter is a boy wizard



He lives with his awful aunt and uncle (the
Dursleys) who want nothing to do with magic



Just before Harry turns 11, he receives a letter
from the Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and
Wizardry



His uncle destroys the letter



More letters arrive
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Emotions are messages


Emotions are messages that want to be received




If you try to play wack-a-mole with them to push them
down, they will pop back up even stronger than before

BUT


Just because an emotion wants to be received, doesn’t
mean we have to pin it to the fridge



Get the message first, then decide what to do



No emotion is “junk mail,” but some emotions can be tossed
after the message is received
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Three overall steps
1.

LABEL: Label your emotion(s)

2.

MESSAGE: Figure out the message of the emotion(s)


3.

2.5 Give yourself the message in a self-compassionate way

ACTION; Decide if you need to act on the emotion, do
nothing, or regulate your feelings
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Awareness and Clarity


Step 0: Recognize that you’re feeling something




This is called emotional awareness

Step 1: LABEL your emotion(s)


Figure out what emotion(s) you are experiencing



This is called emotional clarity

Go to the mailbox,
Check the mail!

Open the envelope, see
exactly what’s inside!
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What if you’re bad at labeling?






Some people have a hard time knowing which emotion
they are feeling.


EXAMPLE: #1: Kim says she feels “sad” for every negative
emotion



EXAMPLE #2: Juan says he’s “stressed” for every negative
emotion



EXAMPLE #3: Jenn gets a stomachache.

The good news is that there are tools to help facilitate
emotional labeling.
One tool is the mood meter
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Energy

Affect Grid (Russell et al., 1989)

Pleasantness
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Example: Dr. Chantal Perry


Dr. Chantal Perry just received (another) email from
another student who called her “Mrs. Perry.”



How does she feel?



(This is a trick question….there is no one “right” way to
feel. She might feel angry, she might feel sad. There are
lots of ways to feel.)


Feelings depend on how we interpret the situation (Roseman et
al., 2001)
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Example #1: Dr. Chantal Perry
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Rationale for emotional labeling


Why should you care about
emotional clarity/labeling?


Reason 1: People who can
clearly identify their emotions
tend to use more effective
coping strategies. Some
researchers think that emotion
labeling is a crucial step toward
down-regulating strong
negative emotions (Kashdan et
al., 2015)
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Rationale for emotional labeling


Why should you care about emotional clarity/labeling?
 Reason

2: The process of emotion labeling itself is actually a
coping strategy(Constantinou et al., 2014; Torre & Lieberman,
2018)
 Labeling

has similar effects on experience, autonomic activity, neural
activity and behavioral actions as other kinds of coping strategies

 But

we don’t think labeling is coping, even though it is!!

 People

think that naming their emotions will make them feel it stronger,
even though the evidence says otherwise.
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Labeling helps guide us toward the message


Important: We don’t have emotions about things that
don’t matter to us.



When we label our emotions, we actually get
information about ourselves and the world.





What happened or what am I thinking about that matters to
me?



How did I interpret this situation that prompted this feeling?

The specific message can be gleaned from knowing
the family of the specific emotion you are experiencing

20
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Common messages for emotions
Emotion
Family
Fear

Message

Happy

You are in a situation that is threatening and could be
dangerous.
You feel as though someone or something has violated
your rights.
You are feeling a loss or a lack of something important to
you.
You are in a situation where you could get physically sick
(e.g., rotten food, germs) or you are encountering
something morally unacceptable to you
Something has gone well, you are satisfied

Surprise

Something happened you were not expecting

Guilt

You feel like you have compromised your own moral
standards
A valued relationship is being threatened or someone
has something you want

Anger
Sadness
Disgust

Jealousy

(Related emotions in order of
intensity)

Uneasy, nervous, anxious, scared,
panicked,
Cross, frustrated, fed up, mad, pissed off,
furious, enraged
Blue, discouraged, drained, mournful,
hopeless, despairing
Dislike, dissatisfaction, grossed out,
repulsed
Open, hopeful, glad, merry, lively, giddy,
ecstatic
Caught off-guard, startled, astonished,
shocked
Self-conscious, abashed, regretful,
humiliated, ashamed
Insecure, protective, distrustful, envious,
possessive
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Example: Dr. Kevin Osprey


Dr. Kevin Osprey has two kids. He and his family
have a “pod” with another family. He just found
out that one of the parents of the pod just tested
positive for COVID.

23

Example #2


Kevin has two kids. He and his family have a
“pod” with another family. He just found out that
one of the parents of the pod just tested positive
for COVID.
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Example : Dr. Kevin Osprey
Emotion
Family
Fear

Message

Happy

You are in a situation that is threatening and could be
dangerous.
You feel as though someone or something has violated
your rights.
You are feeling a loss or a lack of something important to
you.
You are in a situation where you could get physically sick
(e.g., rotten food, germs) or you are encountering
something morally unacceptable to you
Something has gone well, you are satisfied

Surprise

Something happened you were not expecting

Guilt

You feel like you have compromised your own moral
standards
A valued relationship is being threatened or someone
has something you want

Anger
Sadness
Disgust

Jealousy

(Related emotions in order of
intensity)

Uneasy, nervous, anxious, scared,
panicked,
Cross, frustrated, fed up, mad, pissed off,
furious, enraged
Blue, discouraged, drained, mournful,
hopeless, despairing
Dislike, dissatisfaction, grossed out,
repulsed
Open, hopeful, glad, merry, lively, giddy,
ecstatic
Caught off-guard, startled, astonished,
shocked
Self-conscious, abashed, regretful,
humiliated, ashamed
Insecure, protective, distrustful, envious,
possessive
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Example: Dr. Kevin Osprey


Step A: Mindfully acknowledge how you are feeling
I’m feeling frightened right now.



Step B: Show kindness and understanding toward yourself,
acknowledge the message of the emotion and what it
signals about your values(how would you treat a friend?)
I’m feeling frightened because I care about my health and my
husband’s health. This disease is dangerous. It makes sense why I feel
how I do.



Step C: Recognize that others have and will feel similarly
Other people probably experience this feeling too when then are
exposed to COVID. I’m not the only one to feel scared in this situation.

26
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Self-compassion


The idea of self-compassion stems from Eastern philosophy



Self-compassion, as reflecting a healthy attitude toward the self
(Neff, 2003), has three components

1.

Mindfulness: awareness of the current moment

2.

Self-kindness: treating the self with caring rather than criticism

3.

Common humanity: seeing your experiences as indicative of
the human condition; we are all flawed works-in-progress
Note: Kristin Neff has a fabulous TED talk about self-compassion!
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Example: Dr. Kevin Osprey


Step A: Mindfully acknowledge how you are feeling
I’m feeling frightened right now.



Step B: Show kindness and understanding toward yourself,
acknowledge the message of the emotion and what it
signals about your values(how would you treat a friend?)
I’m feeling frightened because I care about my health and my
husband’s health. This disease is dangerous. It makes sense why I feel
how I do.



Step C: Recognize that others have and will feel similarly
(common humanity)
Other people probably experience this feeling too when then are
exposed to COVID. I’m not the only one to feel scared in this situation.

28
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Revisiting Step 2: Figure out the message


Every emotion has a message



BUT, some messages are clear and other messages are muddy
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Clear versus Muddy Messages
Muddy Messages

Clear Messages


Message is about the current situation,
what is happening right now in the
moment



Seems like the emotion is a response
anyone might have



Seems to fit the event



May be partially about the current
situation, but also may involve


You thinking about your past



You imagining your future



You thinking about “this is who I am”



Can involve you thinking “I shouldn’t feel
this way”



Occur when your feeling seems to be out
of proportion to the current situation


(e.g., feeling terrified instead of nervous)

Adapted from Worry Less, Live More by Orsillo & Roemer, 2016
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Example: Dr. Chantal Perry


Dr. Chantal Perry just received (another) email from
another student who called her “Mrs. Perry.”



She feels discouraged.
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Example #1: Dr. Chantal Perry
Emotion
Family
Fear

Message

Happy

You are in a situation that is threatening and could be
dangerous.
You feel as though someone or something has violated
your rights.
You are feeling a loss or a lack of something important to
you.
You are in a situation where you could get physically sick
(e.g., rotten food, germs) or you are encountering
something morally unacceptable to you
Something has gone well, you are satisfied

Surprise

Something happened you were not expecting

Guilt

You feel like you have compromised your own moral
standards
A valued relationship is being threatened or someone
has something you want

Anger
Sadness
Disgust

Jealousy

(Related emotions in order of
intensity)

Uneasy, nervous, anxious, scared,
panicked,
Cross, frustrated, fed up, mad, pissed off,
furious, enraged
Blue, drained, mournful, hopeless,
despairing
Dislike, dissatisfaction, grossed out,
repulsed
Open, hopeful, glad, merry, lively, giddy,
ecstatic
Caught off-guard, startled, astonished,
shocked
Self-conscious, abashed, regretful,
humiliated, ashamed
Insecure, protective, distrustful, envious,
possessive
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Example: Dr. Chantal Perry


Situation: Dr. Chantal Perry just received (another) email
from a student who called her “Mrs. Perry.”



The message is muddy. When she reflects on her
thoughts, she realizes she is thinking not just about this
one student, but generally that things will never
change. She thinks “Why does this happen to women
of color so often?” She remembers how people often
think she is a student; they don’t see her as a professor.
She remembers how people seem surprised at “how
articulate” she is.



Dr. Perry feels discouraged.
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Example: Dr. Chantel Perry


Step A: Mindfully acknowledge how you are feeling
I’m feeling discouraged right now.



Step B: Show kindness and understanding toward yourself, acknowledge the
message of the emotion and what it signals about your values(how would
you treat a friend?)
I’m feeling discouraged because I care about how hard I worked on my
degree, and I’m sad that I’m not getting the respect I deserve. I’m also
recognizing that this is muddy—I’m thinking not just about this situation, but
what it represents to me as a Black woman who experiences
microaggressions so often. The structures are not set up for me to succeed. It
makes sense I feel how I do.



Step C: Recognize that others have and will feel similarly (common humanity)
Other academic women of color probably experience this feeling too.
I’m not the only one to feel discouraged in this situation.

34
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Why is self-compassionately considering
the message helpful?


Step A: Mindfully acknowledge how you are feeling
Benefits of labeling, plus acknowledging that the emotion is current, right now, not forever



Step B: Show kindness and understanding toward yourself,
acknowledge the message of the emotion and what it
signals about your values(how would you treat a friend?)
Getting the “message” of the emotion—what is it that you care about?
(Remember, you wouldn’t feel anything if you didn’t care!)



Step C: Recognize that others have and will feel similarly
(common humanity)
Feeling connected to others is less isolating, increases likelihood of sharing
your emotion with others (which is usually, though not always, a good idea)
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Important reminder


The message is never that you’re worthless,
awful, or that you’re only experiencing this
feeling because you are a
_________________ person.



It is crucial to deliver the message to
yourself in a self-compassionate way



If you cannot figure out how to do that,
consider seeking help (i.e., therapy)

36
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Emotions are like
waves—they crest
and they fall. By
labeling and selfcompassionately
getting the
message of the
emotion, we are
surfing.

37
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What does it mean to “act”?
1.

Act on the emotion or problem-solve the situation (pay the bill)


Emotions with clear messages often prompt action



You could do the thing the emotion suggests you do

2.

Do not act at all! (set the envelope down)

3.

Act to regulate the emotion (make a collage or origami)
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Example: Dr. Kevin Osprey


Dr. Kevin Osprey has two kids. He and his family have a
“pod” with another family. He just found out that one of
the parents of the pod just tested positive for COVID.



He feels anxious



Anxiety is about uncertainty, and prompts withdrawal
and self-protection. Are there things he can do to
resolve the uncertainty and increase protection?


Disband the pod for now



Get COVID tests for his family

40
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What does it mean to “act”?
1.

2.

3.

Act on the emotion or problem-solve the situation (pay the bill)


Emotions with clear messages often prompt action



You could do the thing the emotion suggests you do

Do not act at all (set the envelope down)


You could just let the emotion rise and fall



If needed, focus on the “what matters” part underlying the emotion



(this is easier to do when the emotion has a clear message)

Act to regulate the emotion (make a collage or origami)
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What does it mean to “act”?
1.

2.

3.

Act on the emotion or problem-solve the situation (pay the bill)


Emotions with clear messages often prompt action



You could do the thing the emotion suggests you do

Do not act at all (set the envelope down)


You could just let the emotion rise and fall



If needed, focus on the “what matters” part underlying the emotion



(this is easier to do when the emotion has a clear message)

Act to regulate the emotion (make a collage or origami)

42
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Act to regulate the emotion


Do you want to feel what you’re feeling, now that you’ve given
yourself the message?



If no, try:





Reframing (thinking about the situation from another perspective)



Seek social support (hugs help!)



Exercise



Anything that makes you feel good (within reason)

But also remember, the emotion will go down if you let it
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What not to do


Watch those pesky “why” questions



Often associated with rumination
 “WHY

did I get this catalog? What does it say about
me that I keep getting these catalogs? I’m such a
jerkface for signing up for that list that one time, I
should never be getting these catalogs!”

44
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Receive your emotion messages


Three overall steps

1.

LABEL: Label your emotion(s)

2.

MESSAGE: Figure out the message of the emotion(s)


3.

2.5 Give yourself the message in a self-compassionate way

ACTION; Decide if you need to act on the message, let
it go, or set it aside for later
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Academia is hard


Especially in a global pandemic with roaring systematic
injustices



Yes, there are strategies to manage stress




Eat nourishing food! Sleep! Exercise! Stay connected!

But receiving the messages of the stress and your
negative emotions can help you better navigate your
life (which includes work)

46
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Three books consistent with this talk
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Resource page with links
and major points from this
talk available on my
website:
https://tempt.uark.edu/
emotions-are-messages/
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